Background: Reactions involving weakly-bound nuclei require formalisms able to deal with continuum states. The majority of these formalisms struggle to treat collective excitations of the systems involved. For CDCC, extensions to include target excitation have been developed but have only been applied to a small number of cases.
INTRODUCTION
Few-body models have been very successful in describing nuclear reactions involving weakly-bound nuclei, where breakup probabilities are high and continuum states of these nuclei influence heavily other relevant reaction channels such as elastic scattering. Many models able to deal with these positive-energy states have been developed, such as Continuum-Discretized Coupled Channels (CDCC) [1, 2] , the adiabatic approximation [3, 4] , Faddeev/AGS equations [5, 6] and several semiclassical approximations [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In most of these models, in particular CDCC, the weakly-bound nucleus is considered to be composed of two subsystems, the valence particle and the core, which may be dissociated during the reaction in a breakup process. These subsystems are usually considered to be inert at the energies of interest. This is a good approximation for reactions involving deuterons, which were the origin of many of these models, but it is more questionable for more complex systems. For this reason, extensions to include the collective excitations of the core subsystem have been developed both for CDCC [13, 14] and Faddeev/AGS equations [15] . These extensions were able to give proper descriptions of reactions involving weaklybound nuclei with deformed cores such as 11 Be [16] and 19 C [17] .
In general, these models also consider that the target is an inert system without internal degrees of freedom relevant for the reaction. Possible excitations of the target * mgomez40@us.es † moro@us.es are assumed to be effectively included in the fragmenttarget optical potentials, rather than explicitly treated. This assumption makes these models unsuitable to describe excitation of the target or more generally any process in which both breakup of one system and collective excitation of the other may take place concurrently. However, there exist a variety of measurements in which weakly-bound nuclei collide with nuclei with collective degrees of freedom which are excited during the reaction, either due to a big deformation and an associated rotational spectrum or to the existence of low-energy vibrational levels [18, 19] . These experiments require a consistent description of both breakup and collective excitation of the target if reliable information is to be obtained from them.
Extensions to include target excitation in CDCC were already developed in the 80s by the Kyushu-Pittsburg groups [20] , and have received some recent attention [21] , but in general have been restricted to deuteron scattering, only to its s-wave component, and mutual excitation has been ignored in order to make the calculations computationally feasible. Therefore, we find it timely to reexamine the corresponding formalism and apply it to more general reactions using the full formalism without introducing further approximations. In this respect, it must be remarked that the extension of the Faddeev/AGS equations which allowed for the inclusion of collective excitations of the core subsystem also permits the inclusion of target excitation thanks to the symmetric treatment of target and projectile which is employed in Faddeev equations [15] . In this work we reexamine the extension of the CDCC method to include target excitation. The outline of this work is the following: in section II the formalism used for the extension is presented, while calculations for different low-to medium-energy reactions are shown in section III. Finally, the summary and conclusions are presented in section IV.
II. SCATTERING FRAMEWORK
In this section we derive the expression for the coupling potentials which allow to treat breakup of the projectile and excitation of the collective states of the target on an equal footing. Although these potentials were already derived by the Kyushu-Pittsburg group [20] , we find it suitable to present them again here, in order to make this work more self-consistent and to avoid difficulties that may arise due to the different coupling schemes used here and in [20] . We have chosen the j − j coupling to apply the formalism to nuclei heavier than the deuteron, in contrast to [20] , who employed the L − S coupling scheme, which is more commonly used to describe the different components of the deuteron.
In our framework, the projectile is modelled as a two body system composed of a core (c) and a valence particle (v), r being their relative coordinate. The target is assumed to have some internal degrees of freedom ξ, which may be excited due to its interaction with the projectile. The effective Hamiltonian of the projectile-target system is of the form:
where R is the relative coordinate between projectile and target, T is the kinetic energy operator of the projectiletarget system and h p is the internal Hamiltonian of the projectile:
which depends on the relative coordinate between valence and core systems. We must remark that in this formalism V vc may depend on other internal coordinates of core or valence particle, resulting in eigenstates of the projectile which are a linear combination of single-particle components. However, it is assumed here that these internal coordinates will not be modified by the interaction with the core, so their influence is reduced to the structure of the projectile and will not affect the dynamics of the reaction. Thus, they are ignored in our derivation. Nevertheless, we note that the following derivation is fully applicable to multicomponent projectile wavefunctions, but components with different states of the core will not be coupled in this formalism. In Eq. (1), h t is the internal Hamiltonian of the target, which only depends on collective degrees of freedom, whose identities will depend on the model chosen to describe the target. Finally, the interaction potential V pt is divided in the interaction between the valence particle and the target V vt , and between the core and the target V ct . Both interactions depend on the relative coordinate between each subsystem and the target and the internal degrees of freedom of the target, namely:
The projectile wavefunctions are the eigenfunctions of h p , and a process of discretization of the continuum is employed to treat breakup states [2, 14, 16, 22] . The index i is used to denote the states resulting from this discretization procedure. The j − j coupling system is chosen to express the projectile wavefunctions:
where ϕ i JpljI is the radial internal wavefunction of the projectile for a definite l (orbital angular momentum of the valence-core system); j = l + s, where s is the spin of the valence particle; and I, the spin of the core. Y lsj is the spin spherical harmonic and χ I is the wavefunction of the core (core and valence states are assumed to be completely determined by their spins).
The target wavefunctions (Φ n Jt (ξ)) are the eigenstates of h t , depend on ξ, have an angular momentum J t and are completely defined by the quantum number(s) n.
The scattering wavefunctions are chosen as in [14, 16, 23] 
where β denotes all the quantum numbers necessary to define the channel β = {L, i, J p , J, J t , n}. From now on we will be using a notation similar to that employed in [13, 14] :
The most important physical ingredients for our calculations are the coupling potentials:
It is assumed that both V vt and V ct can be expanded in multipoles of r such as:
and likewise for V ct . In some common models for nuclear excitations, such as the rotational or vibrational models [24] , it is possible to factorize the potential in radial and structure parts, leading to:
where the radial part is V Q vt (r v ) and T * Qq (ξ) is an operator with the same tensorial character as Y Qq , appropriate to the structure model used to describe the target.
The coupling potentials (9) can be expressed as:
where 6j, 9j symbols and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients appear as usual andÂ = √ 2A + 1. Primed quantities refer to the initial channel and unprimed ones to the final one. Λ, Λ ′ and Q are the orbital, projectile and target angular momentum transferred, respectively, and the radial form factors F Λ,Λ ′ ,Q ββ ′ (R) do not depend on the orbital angular momentum L. The expression for these form factors is the following:
where
′ is the reduced matrix element of T Qq as defined in Eq. (11) between the states of the target {J t , n}, {J
is the final(initial) state of the projectile and includes all quantum numbers necessary for the determination of the corresponding component α = {i, l, j, I},
and R Q,λ,K α,α ′ (R) are defined as follows:
where u Jp,α are as defined in (6) and α denotes all the necessary quantum numbers that define the projectile components. V QK vt (R, r) results from the multipole expansion of V Q vt , according to:
Similar equations to (15) and (16) apply to the coretarget interaction, replacing V vt by V ct and γ v by γ c . For the following calculations we have chosen the particlerotor model [24] to describe the collective excitation of the target nucleus. In this model we deform a central potential V (0) (r) through the following transformation:
and we then perform an expansion in multipoles: (18) where
ξ can be interpreted as the orientation of the axis of the rotor, and α ′ , β ′ , γ ′ are the Euler angles that change from the intrinsic frame of the rotor to the laboratory system.
In this model the reduced matrix element has a simple form:
It should be noted that, in general, reduced matrix elements for Coulomb and nuclear parts may differ, so it is necessary to compute the contribution of both potentials separately. However, in the particle-rotor model the reduced matrix elements are the same, while the Coulomb potential multipoles are expressed based on the reduced multipole electric operators:
III. CALCULATIONS
In this section we present some calculations, focusing on the angular differential cross section for the target excitation and its interplay with projectile breakup.
As a test of the formalism, we have tried to reproduce the results in [20] for the reaction 58 Ni(d, d) 58 Ni * at a deuteron energy of E d = 80 MeV. The continuum of the deuteron has been discretized using a pseudo-state method, that is, diagonalising the Hamiltonian in a basis of square-integrable functions, for which we have chosen the transformed harmonic oscillator basis [25] . After diagonalization, only the states with p−n energies up to 40 MeV and orbital angular momentum l = 0 − 2 have been considered, finding higher energies to have a negligible influence on the cross sections.We have found the contributions of l = 1, 4 waves to be negligible. The l = 3 has not been considered since its coupling is expected to be smaller than the l = 1 coupling, and the latter is already negligible. The target is considered only in its ground (0 + ) and its first excited (2 + ) states. We have obtained the p − 58 Ni and n − 58 Ni potentials from the Köning-Delaroche parametrization [26] and the p − n interaction is the same from [20] . The deformation parameter β = 0.179 was chosen for 58 Ni [27] , and a rotational model was considered for its deformation. Target excitation due to Coulomb interaction has been neglected, as it is expected to be negligible for these relatively light nuclei. It can be argued that the proper potentials to be used for these calculations are the "bare" potentials from which the effect of excitation to the 2 + state has been substracted. In order to obtain an approximation to these bare potentials we have calculated new potentials performing a fit to the elastic data using a calculation which explicitly includes excitation to the 2 + . However, we found the difference between the calculation using these potentials and those from the general parametrization to be small, so we have chosen to keep the potentials from the Köning-Delaroche parametrization for simplicity.
The results are shown in Fig. 1 for the elastic (top) and inelastic (bottom ) along with the experimental data [28] . It is seen that the calculations are in good agreement with the data. Moreover, the best agreement is obtained when including both breakup and target excitation effects. 24 Mg. This reaction was measured at different energies in the range of tens of MeV [18] , from which we will focus on the reaction at a deuteron energy of 70 MeV. For the deformation parameter of 24 Mg we have chosen a value β = 0.5, in accordance to [29] . We have performed calculations using Köning-Delaroche [26] and CH89 [30] parametrizations for p, n − 24 Mg and the potential from [20] for the p − n interaction. The results of our calculations, as well as those obtained from Faddeev calculations [29] employing CH89 parametrization and p− n CD Bonn potential [31] are presented in Fig. 2 . Although the calculations differ slightly, all seem to agree equally well with experimental data. It seems as though a smaller deformation parameter would give a better fit to the experimental data, as indicated in [29] . However, in this same paper different deformation parameters were found to give best fits to data at different deuteron energies. Therefore, in this paper we will not try to extract a value for the deformation parameter of 24 Mg beyond confirming the conclusions in [29] .
In [29] the inclusion of higher excited states of 24 Mg was suggested but was not calculated due to the computational cost of the Faddeev calculation. Since the method used here is less demanding computationally than that used in [29] , we have performed calculations including the 2 + and 4 + states of 24 Mg, coupled through quadrupolar and hexadecapolar deformation β 4 = −0.017 [32] . The results are shown in Fig. 3 . The effect of the 4 + state is found to be rather small, being unnoticeable in the elastic cross section and leading to a small reduction of the cross section at the peak of the inelastic cross section. 
C.
144 Sm( 6 Li, 6 Li) 144 Sm *
In this section we study the inelastic scattering of 6 Li from 144 Sm which has been recently measured at energies around the Coulomb barrier [19] . This reaction has been previously studied [19] by decoupling target excitation and breakup of the projectile. First, CDCC was used to calculate breakup and a folding potential was obtained from this calculation. This potential was then deformed to account for target excitation. Due to this decoupling, target excitation and breakup of the projectile are not treated consistently. Since 6 Li is relatively weakly bound, its breakup is an important process that can couple to the excitation of the collective degrees of freedom of 144 Sm, so a consistent treatment of both effects is of importance to describe this reaction. The extension of CDCC described in Sec. II allows to treat both processes on equal footing. Therefore, we find its application to this reaction to be suitable and relevant.
We For the following calculations we have considered 6 Li to be a binary system composed of an inert deuteron and an inert α particle, so that their excitations and possible breakup are neglected. For 144 Sm only the first 2 + and 3 − states have been considered, with excitation energies of 1.66 MeV and 1.81 MeV respectively. The deformation parameters β 2 = 0.087 and β 3 = 0.130 [19] have been used to deform the d/α − 144 Sm potentials. For this reaction, the effect of Coulomb can no longer be neglected, as it was the case in the previous sections. Therefore, it is necessary to include the possibility of target excitation through Coulomb interaction, for which the reduced Coulomb matrix elements must be obtained. We have computed the matrix elements from the B(Eλ) probabilities using [33] Eq. (4.4.3):
using the B(Eλ, I i → I f ) values from [34, 35] . The continuum of 6 Li has been discretized using a transformed harmonic oscillator basis [36] extending up to 10 MeV and considering only the s and d waves. The potential used for the d−α interaction has been chosen of a Gaussian shape [37] and its depth has been adjusted for the s wave to obtain the ground state at E = −1.47 MeV and for the d wave to obtain a resonance at E = 0.7 MeV, to reproduce the experimental 3 + resonance. The width parameter used is a = 2.236 fm while the depths of the potential are V 0 = 74.88 MeV and V 2 = 85.30 MeV, for l = 0, 2 respectively. The spin of the deuteron has been neglected throughout the following calculations. Due to the experimental impossibility of distinguishing between the 2 + and 3 − states of 144 Sm the inelastic cross sections presented are the sum of the contributions for both states.
For the d − 144 Sm and α − 144 Sm potentials different parametrizations have been used. In Fig. 4 we present calculations employing two different sets of potentials.
The red dashed line (Set 1) potential has been constructed using the Sao Paulo parametrization [38] , both for the α − 144 Sm and d − 144 Sm interactions. Since the energies considered are not too different, the dependence of the potential on the energy has been neglected. The imaginary part of the potential was rescaled by a factor N iα for the α − 144 Sm potential and by a factor N id for the d − 144 Sm potential, in order to reproduce the elastic scattering data. A fairly negligible dependence on N iα was found, therefore a value of N iα = 1 was chosen. For the d − 144 Sm potential, we could not find a renormalization value that would give a reasonable agreement with the experimental data for all incident energies: We found that a renormalization value of N id = 0.2 agrees well with the data for incident energies of 28, 30 and 35 MeV. However for 23 MeV, a factor of N id = 0.5 was needed to give a good agreement. In Fig. 4 the dotted red line represents calculations for E6 Li = 23 MeV using a renormalization factor of N id = 0.2.
The solid blue line (Set 2) corresponds to a calculation in which the α − 144 Sm potential is based once again on the Sao Paulo parametrization. The imaginary potential has been rescaled using a factor of N iα = 0.78 this time. Meanwhile, for the d − 144 Sm potential, we have chosen Perey-Perey global potential [39] , whose imaginary part has been rescaled using a factor of N id = 0.7. This reduction of the imaginary potential for the deuteron inside 6 Li has been discussed previously [40] [41] [42] [43] . We find this selection of potentials to give a remarkably good fit to the data at all considered incident energies.
In general we find the inelastic cross section to be quite insensitive to the selection of potentials, while Set 1 seems to give a better agreement with the elastic data around the Coulomb-nuclear interference peak.
We find that the inclusion of target excitation in the calculations gives a small contribution to the elastic cross section. This can be seen in Fig. 5 , where the solid red line corresponds to calculations using potentials from Set 1, described above, including deformation of the target. Meanwhile, the blue dashed line represents calculations using the same potentials but setting the deformation parameter to 0. As can be seen, both calculations give very similar results.
In order to study the effect of breakup in both elastic and inelastic cross sections we have performed a calculation excluding all breakup states from the coupledchannel calculation, for which we have chosen the potentials from Set 2. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen in the figure, without breakup, the elastic differential cross section is underestimated at all the energies at larger angles, probably due to the exclusion of the resonance at E dα = 0.7 MeV. We can see also that the Fresnel peak is displaced, specially for the incident energy of 35 MeV. As for the inelastic cross section, it is found that the effect of breakup is only moderate, smoothing the oscillation of the cross section, but not modifying its magnitude much. It can be seen that the effect of the breakup states becomes more important with increasing incident energy but even for the highest energy the agreement with the data of both calculations is similar.
To end with the study of this reaction, we have performed a coupled-channel calculation in which the incident channel is described by means of an optical potential and so breakup effects are only accounted for effectively. We have used Cook potential [44] , which we have deformed employing the deformation parameters indicated above, assuming a rotor model for 144 Sm. The results are shown in Fig. 7 , together with the curves of Fig. 6 , in order to compare it with the full CDCC calculation and the calculation without breakup. It is rather remarkable the good agreement that is obtained for the inelastic cross section between the full CDCC calculation and the optical model one: the curves overlap except for a small increase at intermediate angles for the optical model result. Let us remark that both calculations use potentials from completely different systematics, the only point in common being the deformation parameters and the model used for the deformation. In the elastic cross section we can see that the optical model calculation seems to underestimate the data at the large-angle tail probably due once again to an inadequate treatment of the 6 Li resonance. 6 Li) 144 Sm. The red solid line corresponds to calculations using Set 1 (see text) of potentials including deformation of the target, while the blue dashed line corresponds to calculations using the same potentials but without target deformation.
D.
9 Be( 6 Li, 6 Li) 9 Be *
In this last section, we have performed calculations for the reaction 9 Be( 6 Li, 6 Li) 9 Be at an incident energy of 20 MeV. We present calculations for the cross sections of elastic scattering; excitation to the excited state of 9 Be, with excitation energy E x = 2.43 MeV and angular momentum J π = 5/2 − , and excitation to the resonant state of 6 Li with E x = 2.19 MeV and J π = 3 + , for which experimental data exist [45] .
For these calculations we have considered a rotor model for 9 Be, for which a deformation length of δ = 2.5 fm has been chosen, following [45] . 6 Li is treated as a binary system composed of a deuteron and an α particle as in the previous section. However, in order to obtain the correct magnitude of the cross section corresponding to the excitation of 6 Li, it has been necessary to include the spin of the deuteron, in contrast to the previous section's calculations.
The potentials used in the calculations are indicated as follows: for the α − d interaction the potential of [46] , which includes the deuteron spin and gives a proper description of both the ground state and the 3 + resonance of 6 Li, has been used. For the α− 9 Be interaction, the potential from [47] has been chosen. Due to the difficulty of including the spinorbit of the fragment-target interaction in the CDCC calculations, the α− 9 Be spin-orbit term has been applied to the whole 6 Li-9 Be system, following the prescription of [48] .
Finally, the d− 9 Be potential has been obtained by folding the ground state of the deuteron with p− n− 9 Be interactions. For the p− 9 Be interaction the potential of [49] has been used. Although this potential was derived for neutrons, we have found a small dependence of the observables on it. Therefore, this prescription has been chosen for convenience. For the n− 9 Be potential, two prescriptions have been used. In Fig. 8 , the magenta dashed line corresponds to V n 9 Be from [49] , while the green solid line corresponds to the parametrization from [50] , which gives a more precise description of the n− 9 Be system at low energies. It is seen that both potentials give similar cross sections up to 50 − 60
• , but differ afterwards finding that the potential from [50] gives a better agreement with the experimental data.
We find a reasonably good agreement between the calculations and the experimental data for both the excitation of 9 Be and 6 Li. However, we find an underestimation of the elastic data for larger angles. This could be due to the contribution of other channels, such as compound nucleus and cluster transfer, that were suggested in [45] but are not considered here. It must be noted that all observables have been obtained using a consistent calculation including breakup of 6 Li and excitation of 9 Be. Since the main purpose of this paper is the portrayal of the formalism for target excitation within CDCC and because of the general difficulty of treating 6 Li within the two-cluster formalism for reactions with light nuclei [40] , we have decided not to pursue a better agreement between our calculations for elastic scattering and experimental data, deeming it beyond the scope of the present article.
In order to study the effect of breakup, target excitation and their interplay we have performed calculations excluding different channels. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . In it the dark-green solid line corresponds to the full calculation, while for the red dot-dashed line the states in which 9 Be is in its excited state and 6 Li is in a continuum state at the same time have been excluded. For the dashed blue line, the excitation of 9 Be has been omitted while for the dotted green line no breakup states of 6 Li have been included.
It is remarkable that the effect of the states where both 9 Be and 6 Li are excited (which we may call mutual exci- tation) is quite important for all cross sections presented, as can be seen on the red dot-dashed line, which gives an increase in all cross sections, particularly in the cross section corresponding to the excitation of 9 Be. While the effect of the mutual-excitation states would be expected to be small, it is however found to be quite relevant to the cross section, smaller than the effect of the direct breakup of 6 Li (as can be seen comparing the green dotted and red dot-dashed lines) but quite more relevant than the excitation of 9 Be without simultaneous breakup of 6 Li, as is highlighted by the similarity between the red dot-dashed and blue dashed lines.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The extension of the CDCC method to include excitation of collective degrees of freedom of the target has been developed without any approximation apart from those inherent to the CDCC method. The formalism has been implemented in a computer code and applied to a number of reactions.
For the reaction d+ 24 Mg our results reproduce very well those obtained with the more sophisticated Faddeev/AGS method. For 6 Li+ 144 Sm the calculations reproduce very nicely the inelastic cross sections at four dif- ferent energies, although the reproduction of the elastic scattering data required a readjustment of the deuterontarget potential, in accordance to previous findings. Finally, for the reaction 6 Li+ 9 Be the effects of the interplay of target excitation and projectile breakup seem to be more important than in the previous reactions, probably due to the lighter nuclei and the inferior beam energy, which leads to a longer interaction time.
The method developed here has potential applications in several problems of timely interest. For example, it could be used to study the simultaneous influence of projectile breakup and collective excitations of the target on fusion cross sections in reactions induced by weaklybound projectiles on deformed targets.
Now for the reduction of (16) we need the reduction of 9j symbols:
leading to:
Both of these expressions can be shown to be equivalent to those found in [23] , although the comparison is not straightforward and requires some angular momentum algebra.
